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THEORETICAL INVESTH”ION OF THRUST AUGMENTL”1ON
OT TURBOJET ENGINES BY TAIL-PIPE BURNING
By H. R, Bohanon and E, C. Wilcox
suM.iARY
A Vieontical analysis was made of thrust au&mentation of
turboJet engines by tail-pipe burning and charts are presented
from which the thrust a~eiztation FroduCed may be evaluated from
the nomal engine data @, tibeperfomence of tlm tail-pipe bfir.
Curves are aleo Given from which the friction and niomentwatotal-
prosaure losses occurring in the tall-pipe burner may be calculated
for any -set of desi.g and oyerating condit”ion~, With the use of
the charta, flkstrat ive caaes are calcul.ztedm“d cuxves are pre-
sented showing the effects of the principal design and o~erating
variables,on thrust agntation. When practical values of burner-
design variables and a burner-e~it temperature of 3600° R were
assmed, calculations indicated that it,is possible to augment the
static sea-leve1 l+rust of a current turbojet engine 42 perce~t
and.the thrust produced at 7Q0 miles per hour 96 percent. The ccm-
~utations indicated that the a~entatifon that would be yroduced
i’ora given set of conditions would be “approximatelydoubled by
increasing the af@.ane velocity from zero to one-half normal jet
velocity. The effect of altitude on the thrust augmentation pro-
duced for a given set of conditions was shown to be slight.
INTRODUCTION”
The take-off thrust of turhojot e~inea is considerably lower
than that of conventional engine-propeller combinations due to the
low propulsive efficiency 02 turbojet engines oyerating nt low
airplane velocities. ?n an attempt to tiprove the take-off, tlie
climb, and the high-sped performance of airplanes powered hy
twbo~et erigines,an investi~ation of wc’ious mt30d3 & augmenting
the thrust produced by this type of engine is being conduc:ed at
the NACA Clevelmd ‘laboratory.
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One of the nethods leing inveatlgated is.tail-pipo hurn~%~
which consists in providing a tall-pipe burner bebween tbe turbine
di~charge and the exhaust-nozzle inlet of the turboJet en@ne. The
tail-piye burner, yhich is located downatreem of the turbine end
therefore does not affect the turbine operatfig tenperatlxre,heata
the turbine exhust gases to a temperature considerably Mgher than
would bo possible ahead of tineturbine because of the ternperatlue
limit imposed by the strength characteristics of the turbine mate-
rials. The increesed temperature of the gases at the exhaust-
,nozzleinlet results in m increased jet velocity and therefore
greater thrust. The addition of a tail-piye”bw’ner results in n
decreased total yressure at the exhaust-nozzle inlet ~aused by
f~’ictionlosses and monentum pressure loss due to burning. ThJs
decreased hotal ~ressure tends to reduce tbe $et velocity and
therefoxwto reduce the thrust increase pzzodl~c~dby the increa~ed
temperature,
An analysis of’this method of augment?ticm was made to yrovide
charts from which the yerformanoe of & turto,jetengfne operating
with.t:~il-pipeburn@g could be .conventerrblyestimated. The charts
and the analysis yresented tn tbia report ennble the prediction of
the thrust.augxentaiionproduced when the noi’rnaljot velocity, tbe
tall-pipe-burner temperature ratio, and the tail-pipe-burner yres-
sure 10s8 are known. Additional curves are presented for evaluating
the friction pressuz-elosses And momentum pressurs loss due to tail-
pipe burning. With the use of the charts, illustrative cases are
calculated end curves that show the effects of airplane velocity,
tail-pipe-burner inlet velocity, tail-pi~-diffuser efficiency, ~md
burner dra~ coefficient on thrust augmentation are presented. The
effect of tail-pipe burnin& on,the thrust and specific fuel ccm-
sumption of a turbojet engine operati~ at vmlous airplane volooi-
ties and for altitudes of sea level and 30,060 feet is ccquted for
a representative case. Tho spacif’icfuel coiisumpti.onof thrust aug-
mentation (ratio of change in fuel consumption to change in thrust)
i.ealso preoented. -.
m-mois
Tbe followin& symbols ara used in the theoretical analysis:
A cross-secticnal area, (sq ft)
CA nozzle-throat area coefficient
APf ~
CD tail-pipe-burner drag coefficient,—
26 ~62
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exhaust-nozzle veloclty
friction energy lo8ses,
coefficient
(ft-lb)/(”slug)
3
net thrust of normal engine with conventional tall IJipf3, (lb)
net thrust of augmented engine, (lb)
jet thrust, (lb)
f~:el-airratio of tail-piy~ burner (ratio of fuel introduced
in tail-pips b-mr to air inductedby turho~et engine)
fuel-air ratio of en@ne combmti.ou chambers
acceleration due to gravity, s2.17 (ft)/(sec2)
mechanical equivalent of heat, 77% (ft-lb)/(iWu)
dimenaionlesa facto’rthat eccounts for effect of pressure
losses on thrust augmentation
mass rate of atr flow, (sl~/eec)
total pressure, (lb)/(sq i%)
static pressure, (~o)/(sq ft)
average value of gas constant over augmentation temperature
range, 1715 (ft-lb)/(slug)(OR)
total t3em~erature, (OR)
mass a.vpra.getOtal temA~r~turO at tail-pipe-lnumer ex~t
during atWnente& Opez’ation, (%)
static temperature, (%)
velocities relative to airplane, (ft)/(see)
airplane velocity, (ft)/(see)
weight flow of
total-pressure
total-pressure
(lb)/(sq ft)
fuel, (lb/hr)
10ss in tail ptpe, APf + APm, (lb/sq ft)
loss due to friction in tail-pip burner,
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AFf total-pressure loss duo to friction in tail-pipe burner and
diffuser, (lb)/(sq ft)
~.
Al?m. total-pressure loss-due tio?nomentiumincrease, (lb)/(sq f~)
7 average ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to s~cific
heat at constant volume over augmentation temperature ran&=,
1.30
7C ovei--allcombustion effi’cienoyof engira and tail-pipe burner
vii efficiency of tail-pipe dtfiuser(rat3.o of increase in
potentiai ener&y of gas in passing through d:Lffuserto
~ %5
[(%?- J
decrease in kinetic enei-gy), ‘=-—” —
$V52 - ; V62 — .-—
P mass density, (s@4/(cufi)
Subscripts:
b tail-pipe burner
d. tail-pipe diffuser
J jet
n exhau~t-nozzle throat
o ambient atmospheric coaditicns
5 exhaust-cone exit
.
..
.
—
—
—
—
6 tail-yip-burner inlet
7 tail-pipe-bwner exit
ANXLYSIS
The tail-pipe modifications necessary to equi~ a turbojet
engine for”thrust augmentation by tail-pipe burning are illustrated
—
b
.-I
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in figure 1. F5.gurel(a) shows the engine with a conventional tail
pipe and figure l(b) the engine with the tail pipe modified for
thrust augmentation by tail-pipe burning. The chief diff’ex’enc~iS
the addition of a difflw%r section between the exhaust-cone exit
(~tation 5) and the tail-pipe-burner inlet (station 6), and tiLe
~st.zl~tion of the tail-pipe burner section. The diffuser section
is ~nerally necessary to reduce burner-inlet velocities to a value
sufficiently low to keel burner pressure losses at a low value,
Because the exhaust-nozzle area required for the augmented opera-
tion is greater than tl?atfor n.omw=,l@er&ticn owing to the
decreased density of the exhaust go,sesduri~ combustion, the
engine must be provtded with some neans of varying the exhaust-
nozzle area. ‘
The analysis of thrust ar~enteti.on hy tail-Fipe burni~.wcan
be conveniently div?,dedinto three ~nrte: thrust mgnen.tati.on,
pressure 10SSCS occurring in tlnotall-pile burner, and required
c-es in exhaust-nozzle area.
The thrust and the jet velocity of the engine equipFed with
a conventional tail yi.peare Designated the,normal thrust and the
normal Jet velocity. The exhaust-cone-exit temperature is
unchanged by tail-pipe burning and the total temperature at the
tail-pipe-burner inlet is
exhaust-cone exit.
equal to tho totel temperature at the
Augmentation
For convenience in derivation and application, the ratio of
the thrust of the augmented turbo~et engine Fa at *Y given
o~rating condition to the thrust F of the normal ehgine (no
tail-pipe burning and with original tail pip) at the s~~ OPer-
at~ oonditione of altitude, ai~lane velocity, e~ine speed} and
turbine-inlet temperature is used as a Primwy variable, With
equality of these conditions, the turbine-diechwge tem~~’at~e
and tti.emass flow of air through the engine will also be equal
for the two configurationee It is presupposed that in each cese
the exhzust-nozzle area is al@ted to give this equality of
conditions.
In any turbojet engine the thrust is determined by the masEI
air flow thro~h the e%-inej the fuel-air ratio> the total ?ress~e
and temzmrature at the exhaust-nozzle inlat, the ambient-air pres-
sure, the exhaust-nozzle veloc;ty coefficient, and the airplane
velocity. During tinmst augmentation with a tail-pipe burner, the
ey~aust-nozzle-inlet total temperature Will be incre~,sed,which will
tend to increase the thrust, but the inlet total pressure will be
#
deck%~sed. This pressure loss im~osed by the tall-piye bw’mr will
tend to decrease tilegain antici~ated from th,eincreaeed tempeueture.
When the equations for normal and augmented net thrust mm
develoyed, it is yossihle to find the ratio m? augmented net thrust
to normal net thrust F,n/F In terms of the ratio of tail-pipe-
burner exit temperature to the exhaust-cm exit temperature (tail-
pipe-burner inlet). Ta/T5} the ratio of total-pressure 108B in the
tail pipe to exhaust-cone-exit total pre~sure AP/P5, the ratio of
airplane velocity tonor?nal.jet velocity V(l/Vj, and the engine amd
tail-pipe burner fuel-air ratios fe and f~. The equations for
the ratio of augmented thrust to normul thrust aro derived in appn-
dix A subject to the asmmpti.on that exhaust gas be@avea aa a per- .-
fectigas with constant thmmodyrw.micproperties,
~lh~ ~1.~.ors~W to ~~~E$&sIIllM~i:iC2 LX) ~tl~tc~J.1. Actua:.ix, —
the gas constant R c’hangesve~nylittle over the range of fr~l-.air
ratios considered. Altho~h the ratio of specific h.eata 7 varies
b
frGm 1.2T to 1.33.ovcmthe teuyerat~-e range.involved, it enters
—
.—
the jet-velocityequation (equation (2),s,ppendtxA) twice with
compensating effects; the max~uu error involved by use of an aver-
.—6.
a6% value of 1.35 is less than 0.4 percent.‘
The final equation for the net-thrust ratio, which la derived
—
in appendix A, is
————
—
doK 3 (1-fe)~ (l+2fb)-VjFa
. = -——
F To
1
. -n (l-f.)
(Z2)
where
(The equation numbers correspond to the equation numbers in the
appendixes.) ilhefactor K acco~ts fcr the 10SS fi total P~-Qsa~
due to the introduction of the tail-pipe buxner. A value of K
equal to un~ty represents an ideal case for which no presmro losses
are incurred.
—
,
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The tezms involving fuel-air r,atioin equation (12) are necc?s-
sar~ to account for the difference ‘inexhaust-gas mass flow between
.
l
?
.
the
the
nozmal and augmented cases, which is equal to tliefuel added in
tail-yipe burner.
Burr.erPressure Lomes
The total-yressure loss occuzzringin the tail-piFe burner,
which must be known in order to evaluate augmented performanoej C=
he estimated by considering that the pressure loss results from two
causes: (1) fricticn losses caused by both the inefficiency of the
tail-pipe diffuser and the drag of tho burner Itself; and (2) momen-
tum loss caused by the increased velocity of the burner-exit gases
dur:ng burning. The friction pressure loEIswill.be present reGami-
less of burning and ti~ereforewill tend to penalize the performance
of an engine equipwd for tail-~ipe burning when the burner Is not
in use.
The friction pressure loss 3.sdetermined in terns of the dif-
fuser efficiency ~dj tinediffuser velocity ratio v5/v6, and
the burner dreg coefficient ~. The exhaust-cone-exit conditions
for the modified configuration (T5, P5J and V5) are assumed to be
equal to those existing at the exhaust-cone exit OL the normal
engine. If the exhaust cone is modified for thrust augmentation,
station 5 for the augmented case will be that point for which the
conditions are equal to those at the exhaust-cone exit of the
normal engina.
The momentum pre3sure loss is caused by the increased velocity
of the gases at the burner exit when the tail-pipe burner is in
operation. This increesed velocity results in a loss in total as
well as static pressure. Because the jet velocity and therefore
the thrust are dependent on the total pressure at the exhaust-
nozzle inletj it is the loss in total pressure that is of interest
+inthis SIlalysis.
Based on the following assumptions, the expressions for
friction pressure loss and momentum pressure loss due to burning
are derived W aFpndix B:
(1) C!ombusticnoccurs Ina duct having constant cross-
sectional area,
(2) Gas conditions of velocity, pressure, and temperature
are constant t-hzzoughoutany cross section.
8 NACA RM NO, E61X12 \
(3) Exhaust gas beha~resas a perfect gas having conetazxtthermo- s
dynamic properties.
(4) The effect of fuel added is neglected.
The fi~l expression for friction.pressure drop, which is ;
derived in appendix B, is
f \v
and that for monentum
where
pressure drop
-.,
is
J
(33)
. . -—.— .—-—.———
—.
(32)
In equation (32) the value of the radical decreams as Ta/15
increases and an upper limit for Ta/T5 is reached et which *?le
value of the radical becomes zero. Any higher ~alue.of’ Ta/I1i~
—
.
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would result in 6 negative value for the radical and wculd indicate
an imaginary value for V~/~. The phyetcal significance of tihio
limiting value to velooity is that the gas velocity at the tail-
pipe-buner exit hw reached the iocal speed of sound and no further
increase is possible. This phenomenon of “themal choking” is
discussed in reference 1.
The total-pre$sure loss across the burner is the sum of the
friction pres6ure iosa and.the momentum pessum loss. For the
purpose of computing ths totel-presaura loss across the burner, it
is sufficiently accurate to use the following approximation, which
is derived in
.
AP-f
where
~
respectively.
(37)
and ~ are dpfinedby-eqwtlons (18) end (33),
Required Er2mu8t-Nozzle Area Ratios
The temperature rise and the total-pressure loss occurring at
the inlet to the eXhacst nozzle dur~qugmented o~ration increase
the area required over that for ncw’maloperation, For the case in
which supersonic flow exists in the mhaugt nozzle for both the
normal and augmented.co~=igurations; the expression fcr the effec-”
tive area ratio
For the case”in
lessthan sonic
for convergent.r??zzles,as deriyed in appendix B, is
whioh the velocity in the exhaust-ngzzle throat is .
for both configurations, t~ expression is
.—
(47)
Because any Jet engine equipped for thrust “auggxmtationby
tatl-pipe burning.will be equipped Wth an adjustable-area exhaust
.
10 NACA RM NO. EGLQ2 .
nozzle, equations (45) and (47) will be of’value in determining the a
approximate area range required of the nozzle. The area coeffi-
cients CA,a snl CA may change appr~ciably between the a~ented
apd normal cases depnding on the design of the adjustable-area
nc)z210.
—
I’orconvenience of application, the foregoing relations
required to compute tba thrust augm&tation,
(18), and (33) are presented in graph form.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
General Curves
equations (12)s (7))
The ratio of augmented net thrust to normal.net thrust Fa/F,
as a function of effective burner-exit temperature factor
()
Vo
KTa & (l+2f~) for ~=ious values of ~ (1-fe)~ m expressed
.
in equation (12) is graphically presented in-figure 2. TM effect
of nonuniform tail-pipe-burner exit temyerattie is discussed in
appendix C. Because strength characteristi~sof turbine materials
limit the turbine-exit temperature of current turbojet englnea to
approximately 1600° R, the value 16000 R was introduced into the
effective-temperaturefactor in order that the value of tlm effec-
tive tail-pipe-~urnertemperature factor in figure 2 would lle in
the vicinity of the actual burner-discharge ~emperature. The
factor K has a ~aXimun valuo of unity, which represents an j,deal
system in which no pressure losses are incurred. Figure 2 shows
tlmt over the range of tail-yips-burner exit temperatures under
consideration,for a given ratio of airplani velocity to normal
Jet velooity ~ohJJ the ratio of augmented net thrust to normal
net thrust Fa/F varies ati~st l+inearlywith effective burner-exit
temperature factor. Figure 2 indicates that increased airplane
velocity has a beneficial effect on a~entatio,n produced at a
given effective burner-exit temperature, the augmentation being
doubled as airplane velocity increases from zero to one-half normal
jet velocity.
The variation of the factor K, which accounts for yressure
losses occurring in the tail-pipe burner, @th normal jot-velocity
—,.—
VJ
faotor —
d
1600
%=
for various ratios of tail-pipe-burner total-
pressuiieioss to exhaust-cone-exit total pressure. dp/T~ is shown
—
.
:
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in figure 3. ThiS figure is a graphioal representation of equa-
tion (~). Ths ratio 1600/T5 is introduce in the normal @t-
velocity factor to enable rap?.duse of the curve, m previously
mentioned. Figure 3 indicates the desirability of keaping the
pressure losses in the tail-pipe burner at a minim-m, es~ctally
at low values of the &t-velcmity factor ~ ,Jy—. At a value
VJ
r
= of 1600,
‘fFq T5
increasing the total-presmre losses in
the tail-pipe burner fram 5 to 1.5percent of the burner-inlet total
pressure reduces the value of K fi~~ 0.901 to 0.681. At a
burner-exit temperature Ta of 3600° R, this decrease in the value
of K results t.aan 18-peroent reduction irsstatic-thruet av.gmen-
tation and a 13-peroent decrease in thrv.at without tail-pipe burn-
ing. Figure ~ aleo shows a beneficial effect of increased airplane
velocity on augmentation in addition to that di~cussed in connec-
tion with figm.m 2. At the increased &i velocities that accompany
increased airplane velocities the value of K increases and thus
raises the effective t.zfl-yipe-burnerexit temperature factor
KTa(=) (l+tib).T5 j
The ratio of friction total-pressure loss to exhauet-cone-
exit total pressure APf/P5 and the ratio of momentum tot.d-
pressure loss to burner-inlet total pressure APm/~6 can be deter-
mined from figures 4 and 5, respectively. The value of AP/P5
used in f~nding K from figure 3 is simply the sum of APf/P5
and Apm/p6.
In figure 4 the ratio .offriction total-pressure 10sS to
exhaust-cone-exit total pressure AFT/Pq is ylotted.~gainst
burner-inlet velocity factir V6 @- for various values
(V-52
over-all drag factor ~ + (~-qd.)f )—-1. This figure,
“$,VC2 ,}
ia plotted from equation (18), l.ndlcateatke large friction
of the
which
total-
pressure losses ti-curredat ~igh valuet3of ths v;loci.tyfactor
V6, II&m (‘V52 ‘~‘VT and of the drag factor )‘~+(l”Vd)l~-i -\V6
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An examination of equation (18) indicates that the condltl.ons
for which the friction pressure losses in the tail-pipe burner are
a minimun are determined by the sum of tii diffuser efficiency qd
and the burner dreg coefficient CD. ~ the sum Of ~d and ~
ia greater than 1, the minimum friction premnxre losses occur for
an infinite diffuser velocity ratio V@6; whereas if the sun
Of qd and CD is less than 1} the minimum losses occur at a dif-
fuser velocity ratio of 1, In an actual design, this crltericn for
minimum friction yresaure losses must be considered in conjunction
with momentum pressure losses during burner operation and practical
considerations of size and bumer-cmcbustion characteristics,
The ra’tioof momentum total-pressure loss to buzzmr-fnlet total
pressure APm/p6, which is calculated from equs,tions(32) and (33),
is shown as a function of burner-inlet velocity factor
4
1600
‘6 ~ d
for various values of tail-pipe-burner temperature ratio T~~5- in
figure 5. The rapid increase inmomentw pressure losses with
increased burner-inlet velocity i’ora given temperature retio across
the tall-pipe burner indicates the doslrab#.lityof ~roviding a dif-
fuser section before the tail-pipe burner. Figure 5 also hdio~tis
that for any burner-inlet velocity there is a ltmiting te~_@rFJt~~
ratio that can be attained. This limiting tem~era%ure ratto is
reached when the gas velocity at the burner exit reaches sonic
velocity and increases as the burner-inlet velocity decreases.
A sample calculation,which illustrates the method of usirg
figures 2 to 5 to determine the augmentation for a speoific turbojet
engine, Is given in appendix D,
Illustrative Cases
With the use cf the curves previously discussed, illustrative
cases were calculated to show the effect W“ the various aeslgrl
variables on thrust augmentation of a typical cmrent turbojet
engine. The results are presented in figures 6 to 9. Tho curves
presented in figures 6 to 8 me for sea-level altitude end it was
V.J
assumed that the ~et-velocityfactor —
4
GG
Cv mj-- wac 1550 feet
per second for static conditi.onaand 2010 feet .~i”second for an
airplane velocity of 1026 feet per second (TOO mph). For kotli
conditions the normal tail-pipe total,temperature T5 wes assumed
—
.-
—
—
l“
.
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to he 1650° R. The calculations for figvres 6 to 8 did not include
the effect of the a$de~ mass flow supplied by the engine cnd ta53-
piFe-Wrner fuel flors and therefore result in slightly conserva-
tive values of aentation. In figures 6 to 8 the uppermost curve
represents an ideal case in which no friction nor mcmentmm pressure
losses are incurred. A vertical line.is drawn on oe.chfigure at
the normal tail-pipe gas tempmature of 1650° R and the point,at
which each cwve intersects this line skews the loss in thrust “
produced by the installation of the burner when no bunir~ occurs.
In figures 6(a) end 6(b) the ratios of augmnted net thrust
to normal net thzzust Fa/F as a function cf tall-pipe-burner exit
temperature Tn fOr VariOUS Va&les Of b~rner-~et velocity V6
are presented for airplane velocitlos of O and TOO miles per hour,
respectively. An exheust-cono-exit velocity V~ of 750 feet per
second, a burner drag Coeffic:.ent ~ of 1.0, a tail-pipe diffuser
efficiency qa of 0.8, e.nclan e&aust-nozzle veiocity coeffi-
cient ~ of 0.9”;5were asemed f=- both static end high-speed
conditions. Figure 6 indicates that the lower the ?xzrmm-inlet
velocity, the @eater the au@entat@n that.can be obtained for a
given burner-exit temperature. For example, an engins having a
burner drag coefficient ~ of 1.0 and a burner-inlet velocity V6
of 7~0 feet per second will prcd.ucea mkximum stitic-thrust augmen-
tation of 9.5 percent for an optimum value of burner-exit tenpel*a-
ture comycccedwflth36.5 percent tith a burner-inlet velocity V6
of 400 feet per second and a burner-exit temperature Ta of
360@ R’(fig. 6(a)). The improved performance at the low burn~r-
inlet velocity is due to the fact that losses that are inmr&d
in the diffusion process are more than caupenaated for by the
decreased.burner pressure losses resulting frcznlow barr.er-inlet
velocities. %cause decreaeed burner-inlet velocities require
larger tail yipes, the amount 0$ dlffusionmay be llmitedby
airplsno-installation consfl.~erations.
For this case tl=,tiffusor-cncl.tdismoten required to give
burner-inlet velocities of 600, 400, and 200 fe@ per second are
1.107, 1,344, and 1,885 times the diffuser-inlet &iameter, res~c-
tively. A cmparis’on of figures C(a) and 6(b) shows the beneficial
effect of high airplane velocity on thrust augmentation. At a
burner-inlet velocity of 400 feet @r second and a burner-exft
temperature of 3200° R, the thrust a~~ntation jncreases from
30 percent for static conditions (fig. 6(3)) to 69 percent for an
airplane velocity of TCXlmiles per hour (fig. 6(b)). This effect
is even more pronounced in burners havsl e high inlet velocity
14 NAC4 RM NO. E6L02 -L
and corw3spondin@y greater pressure lessee. For a burner-fiki
velocity of 750 feet per second SII~a burneti-exitttmnperatiure d
5200° R, the a~~ntation increases from 2.5 ~rcent for static cork
dftions (fig. 6(a))to 35 percent f’oran airplane velccity Of
—
700 miles per hour (fig. 6(h)).
The effect of ?mrner drag coefficient on thrust a~mentat~on
for airplane velocities of C and 700 miles per hour is shown in
figures T(a) and 7(b), respectively. Curve& are include~ for
burner-inlet velocities of 400 and 700 feet >r second. F03 both
the static and hfgh-spee-d~@.h~ons, an exhaust-cone-exit veloc-
ity V5 of 750 feet per second, a diffuser efficiency ~d of 0.8~
and an exhaust-nozzle velocfty coefficient .% of 0.975 were
assumed. This fi~e indicates that the thrns% augmentation avaJl-
able is very sensiti~’eto burner @~.g coefficient especially at
high burner-inlet velocities. For example, an engine having a
burner-inlet velocity V6 of 700 feet per second and a burner drag
c~fficient CD of 2.0 till produce only 9Spercent of the nozmal
thrust (7-percent loss) at atati.cconditions for the optimum
burner-exit temperature and 82 .~rc~nt of the normal thrush
(18-percent loss) without burnind (fig. 7(a)). At anairplme
veloci~y of 1026 feet per second (700 mph) (fig. ~(b)), tilesame
burner with an exit temperature of 32000 R will produce a thrust
augmentation of 23.5 percent but without burning will cause a
loss in thrust of 22.5 percent. —
Figwes 8(a) and 8(b) show the effect of diffuser officicncy
on thrust augmentation for airplane velocities of O and 1026 feet
pa$ second (700 mph), respectively. A burner-inlet velocity V6
of 400 feet per second, a burner drag coefficient CD of 1.0, and
aa exhaust-nozzle velocity coefficient ~ ‘o”f0.975 were assumed
and curves are presented for e~ust-cone-exit velocities of 750
and 1050 feet per second. Figure 8 shows that Yor a diffuser
efficiency of 1.0 th,ethrust augmentation is independent of
diffuser-inlet velocity; however, as the diffuser efficiency
decreases the effect of increasing exhaust-cone-exit veloctty is
to decrease the possible thrust al~entation, For example, at a
tail-pipe-burner exit temperature of 3200° R, by reducirs the
diffuser efficiency from 1.G to 0.6 the value of the.augmnted
Wm.wt at zero airplane speed is reduced(approximately4 and
10 ~ercent of the normal thrust for dlffuse~inlet velocities of
750 dnd’1050 feet per second, respe~tively, Atsimilar decreaso
in thrust augmentation is obtained at an airplane velocity of
700 miles per hourfo~ the stie conditions.
.—
.
—
.
.
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In fi~ 9 the net-thrust ratio l?a~, the specific fuel
consumption for normal engime.operation 3600 W/F, the at~ntod
epecific fuel consumption 3600 Wa~a} and the specific fuel con-
sumption of the thrust augmentation 3600 (Wa-W)/(Fa-F) (increase
In fuel constqhion divided ly increase in thrust) are plotted
against airplane velccity V. for dtitufles of sea levei and
30,000 feet. For the calculations of this figure the ef~’ectof the
tail-pipe-burner fuel flow mmass flow was included and the fol-
lowing condtttons were assumed: exhaust-cone-exit tempeuwture T5~
1650° R; burner-exit teinperature Ta, 360C0 R; exhaust-cone-ex;.t
veloclty V5, 750 feet ~ secOIId;burner-~n~eti~elocity V6J
400 feet per second; buxmer drag coefficient ~, 1.0; tail-pip
~ffu~er efficiency ~d, 0.8; and over-all combustion efficiency
of the engine and tail-pipe bt~r qc, 0.85. For the calcula-
tions of the data premnted in fi@me 9> the over-all combustion
efficiency qc is define~ as the combined combustion efficiency
of the engine Ti tail-pipe burner. Th efficiency of the engine
combustion chambers #as calculated to be approxtnmtely 0.95 and
the efficiency of the tall-pipe burner was chosen so as to give
an over-all efficiency of 0.85, For all conditions of airplane
velocity and altitude, the reeulting combustion efficiency of the
tail-pipe burner was approximately 0,80. The jet-engine perfozzn-
ance data used in calculating the curves are representative of
current tur-iojetengines. The fuel flows”required for tall-pipe
burning were calculated from the data of reference 2, which con-
siders the effect of variation in specific heat.
.
Figure 9 qhdicates the increase in awentation accompanying
Increased a“irplenevelocity. For exemple, at sea level, when the
airplane velocity is increased from O to 700 miles per hour, the
thrust au@uentation is increaaed from 42 to 96 percent. The tail-
pipe burmr for this case will cause a loss in thrust without
burning (fi~. 6) of 4 percent of the normal thrust ‘mder stetic
conditions and 5 ~rcent at an afi~ke velocity of 700 miles pr
hour. For the pa-titular set of conditions chosen, figure 9 indi-
cates that the amount of thrust gwntatlon produced does not
mai’kedlychange with a change in altitude frcm sea level to
30,030 feet, the low altituc?.ebeing slightly better at high air-
plane velocities and the high eltitude being smewhat better at
low airpMne velociti.ee. The specific fuel consumption of augmen-
tation is somewhat less at an altitude of 30,000 feet than at sea
level, and the effect of increased airpi~e velocity is to decrease
the s~cific fuel consunqhion at both altitudes.
,-
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SUMMARY OFRESULT6
Based on a theoretical analysis of thrust augmentation of
turbo~et engines by tail-pipe burning, the following conclusions are
indicated:
1. By use of practical values for burner-design variables and
an effective tail-pipe-burnerexit temperature of 36000 R, calcula-
tions indicated that it was.possible to augment the ~ea-1.evelthrust
of a typical current turbojet engine 42 percent at static conditions
and 96 percent at @ airplane velocity of 700 miles per hour, The
zunalmis indicated that the friction pressure--lossesoccurring in
the tail-pipe-burner installation would result in a loss in thrust
of 4 percent for static conditions and 5 percent at 700 miles per
hour without lurning.
2. For a given set @ conditions, the calculated thrust augmen-
tation produced.was ~elatively insensitive to altitude; the low
altitudes wero ’slightlymore favorable at high airplane velocities
and the high altitudes were somewhat better at low airplane
velocities,
3. On current turbojet engties having high gas velocities at
the efiaust-cone exit it is desirable in modifying the engine for
thrust augmentation by tail-pipe buz’ningto tistall an additional
diffuser section ahead of the burner to reduce the gas velocities
and therefore the momentum and friction pressure losses occurring
in the tail-pipe burner.
Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aero-nautice,
C1.svelendjOhio,
.
.
.
,-..
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AIwEmmx A
DERIVATION Ol?THRUST EQUATIONS
The Jet velocity of a turbojet engine is determined by the
totaltemperature and total pressure of the gas at the exh.aust-
nOZZ10 inlet and atmospheric static p’essum according to the
equation
When burning occurs in the tail pipe, the total tern~rature
and pressure at the exhaust-nozzle inlet are changed and the aug-
mented set velocity becomes
~-.
When equation (2) is divided by
au@nented to tbe normal jet velocity
(2)
equation (1), the ratio of the
is
7-1 7-l
(3)
When the value under the second radio~.1of equation (3), which
is the factor that accounts for the effect of the pressure loss
oocurring due to tail-pipe burning and b~rner drag on jet velocity,
is denoted K, equat:on (3) may be written as
.
18
where K is
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(4)
*
—
.
y-1 y-J
,-(*)7 (2$’
K=
y
Wken the value ot’ ()
%Q ‘
\ P5
tuted in equation (5) and the
to tail-pipe burning is taken
K becomes
obtatned from
loss Irktotal
as Al?= P~ -
equation (1) is substi-
pressure occurring due
~, the exprcmsionfor
By rearrangement
(5)
NY
P5 \(1- 1-
K=
*3% (P5 - Ap)
n
equation (6) becomes
.
—
(6)
—
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The normal net thruet of a turboJet engine is equal to
F= M (VJ - v~) + MfevJ (8)
In the same m~r, t~ net ttiust produced ~th tail-PiW bl~~~
is
Fe = M (Vj,a - VO) + M (fe + fb) VJ)a (9)
When equation (9) is divided by equation (8), the ratio of the aug-
mented.to the normal net timust is
3’a Vj,a (1 + f~ + f~) - V(J
-. =
F VJ (1 -1f~) - v~
(lo)
When %oth mnerator and
divided by VJ (1 + fe) tUVI
is substituted.for V:,a/%j>
to normal net tbruet is
denominator of equation (10) are
tko value obtained from equation (4)
the ratio of the augmented net thrust
-!- fe + fb} Voi 1 \
(11)
1 “v f L
‘T’j(l+f’e )
By including the fuel-air-ratio tezms under the radical and
performing the indiceted divisions, equation (11)~ neglecting
second- and higher-order terms, ‘becomes
{
‘0 (1 - fe)‘K@2fb )-T
Fa
—=
F
(12)
1 ‘To(1 - fe)-5
20
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DERIVATION OF BURNFR PRESSURE-LOSS AND
EXHAUST-NOZZIE-AH!3AEQUATIONS
Burnm Pressure Lass
The loss in total yressure when burning occurs in a constant
cross-sectional-ma tail pipe can be conveniently divided into two
parts: ‘Thefirst loss is due to additional friction and turbulence
and is acoounted for by the diffuser efficiency and.the burner drag
coefficient. The second loss is the momentum pressure loss due to
burning and is determined by the ratio of the outlet to the inlet
gas temperature of the lmrnero
By definition, the diffuser eff’lciencyis the increase in
isentropically available static-pressureener~y divided by the reduc-
tion in kinetic energy. Thus, the energy loss in a diffuser is the)hr~2 %2 and. differenoa between the reduction”in kinetic energy \—-—( @ VC2 \ 2 2
the increase in pressure energy ~d ~
(
(u)
.
.
.
By definition, the burner drag coefficient is
APf ~
CD . (14)
~ ’62
.
Inasmuch as
10S~S, the
the energy 106s is eq~l to Al?/p for small pressure
energy loss due to burnev drag is
VP2
Eb.~+- (M)
The total energy loss due to friction and turbulence in the
diffuser end burner (Ed + Eb) are summed and equated to WiIe
energy released by the expansion through th6 yresouro ratio (P6/P~): .
.
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By rean~ement equation (16) becomes
26 has been so chosen thet the pressure lossesThe presmre
between Y5 and p6 wI1l include
fueer friction pressure loss. The
then equal to (P5 - p6) and by SOIViW equction (17) for this
tem and simplifying
the burner aa well as the dif-
frictton pressure lose APf is
The momentum pressure 10CW occurs due to the inorecse in veloc-
ity of the gas when it is heated and consequently has its density
reduced. In a constant-srea pipe, the force necessary to produce
this acceleration must come from a reduction in static pressure. A
loss also occus in total pressure acd it is this lms tkt nust be
evaluated inasmuch as the jet velocity depends upon the total
pressure.
llromthe conservation of momentum befiweenstations 6 and 7,
the following equation can be written:
Inasmuch as the masa flows
the following is true:
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ithentho values of M from equation (20) are substituted In equa-
t~on (19},
(21)
The total and static states at stations 6 and 7 are related by the
following equations:
T6 = -12T5 = t6 -t—l--2yR ‘6
,m ,y-1
By converting to total tem~rature and
becomes
.–l
(24)
(25)
plws6~e, equation (21)
( z y-11443- )[( V62 “P6 2y?J T5 li- R T5-~V6Z j
(22)
(23)
.
*
—
(26)
.
rean~ed, the e~ression for the ratio of
the tail-pipe-turner exit to the total p’es-
sure at the tail-pipe-burner ti~et is
(
2
‘6 \
(27)
In order
eqration (27)
equation (19)
to determine V~/.fiQj which must be found before
cen be so?,veli,eubf3titutefor ~~,6 end p~)7 in
ttie~alues determined in equation (20)2
When converted to total
Simplifying
temperature, equation (28) becomes
ma
v6.tvf5 =-- u+q
“7 27
(28)
(29)
(30)
Equation (30) cmbe rea.rr~ed as a quadratic in V7/#~,
.. .
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When equation (31) is solved for V7/@a
9/Ta Z,.&:
Y
Equation (32) gives a value for V.;/~~a In
. and Ta/T5 and when combined with equation (27)
p7/p6 in terms of the ssme varlable~. Equation
rewritten to express the mcmentum yressure loss
&8 a ratio to p6
(32)
terms of v~/fi
gives a valuo for
(27) CSJ1be
(APm = P6 - P7)
= 1- (33)
.-
—
—.
.
—
,
-.
The total-pressure loss duc to both friction and momentum can
now be found from the seyarate ~essure losses evalu~ted by equa-
tions (18) and (33). The total-pressure ratio across the bmne- iS “-
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(34)
When these ratios are expressed in terms of the respective prosaure
losses
When simplified, equation (35) Leccmes
(35)
(36)
The third term on the right-hand si~e cf equatian (36), which
~-8q~te Smll comp~red ~t~ ~~g ot~er tm, c-m be neglected without
appreciable error. Keglsctin& this term is equivalent to aasuni~
that PG = P~ and resuits in the tGtal-pressure loss being
expressed aB
(37)
Exhaust-IiozzleMea
Expressions for the etilaust-nozzlethroat-area ratics required
for the augmented and normal caees can be derived in the followi~
manner:
From the conservation of mass, for the normal ce.se
Pn CA An Vn
M= l+fo
and for the augmented case
(3a)
(39)
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By equating and solv~ng equations (38) and (39) for the effectivo
area ratio, the following expression is obtained.:
i%”(’:::fb)($)(%a)‘(’o’CA a %,8..
Trom the equation of state
P~ Ts n ‘n,a
“— = Ps,n,a ‘nP~,~
(41)
in cases where the exhaust-nozzle-throatvelocity is sonic) the
ratio of the augmented to normal throat velocities depends only cm
the square root of the augmented to normal total-temperature ratio.
The ratio of augmented to normal nozzle-throat static presmros i~
directly proportional to the ratio of the augmented to normal total
pressures and the ratio of static tern}eraturesis equal to th.o
ratio of total temperatures. For this case, the ratio of the
densities is
(42)
k-
.
—
.-
.
—
.
*.
—
(43)
—
Accordingly, equation (40) become~
~fhenit is assumed that fb/(l -i-To) is approximately equal to fb,
equation (44} can be reduced to
(45)
.
.,
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For the case where the exhaust-nozzle-throat velocity is sub-
sonic, the nozzle-throat pressuxe is atmospheric static yrossoro
,rlj;
and the ratio of augmented to normal jet velocities is, 9/=g”
(Seo appendix A, equation (4).) The ratj.oof augmented to normal
nozzle-throat static temperature is, neglecti~ the effect of pree-
aure losses, equal to the ratio of a~ented t~ normai t~tal teru-
peraturea. By assuming again that fb/(l+fe) i~ a~prOX~atQly
eq~l tQ fb, equation (40) becomes
simplifying
(46)
\
(47)
It is assumed Yn equatiun (4”~)t’hatthe nozzle-velocity coefficient
is unchanged between normal and .s-~~nted operation.
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APPENDIX C
In the ncrmal turboJet engine the turbine and long tail Tipe
tend to mix the exhaust gases sufficiently to produce a relatively
uniform temperature distribution and the $et velocity can be calcu-
lated using this temperature, If the engine ts equipped tith a
~all-pipe %urner, ho~evert W.cI~emper~ture distributi~on may be vm?y
uneven either due to poor fuel distribution or to a dosi~ in which
the fuel is so distributed aa to give a hot core of cases in tlie ..—
oenter of the tail pipe and a relatively COU1 layer next to the
tail-pipe wall for cooling pur-yeses. In either event some method
must be devised for evaluating the effective temperature of tho
mhauet gases in mder to calculate the ~et velocity.
The effective gas temperature can’be determined hy assuming
“that the total ard static pressures zu.’euniforu thrm~hout the
cross-sectionalarea of’the Jet, When the jet thrust is considered
as the sum of the momentua increase along each fitroamtube where
each stream tube handles the same mms flow, the tlunmt is
‘J)a ‘M (Vj)a) = %~j)a,l. + M2~J,a,2 -I-,.. + ‘nvJ,a,n
where the subscripts 1, 2, . . ,, and n indicate individual stream
tubes.
—
—
.
.
The jet velocity Vj,a (appendix A, equation (2)) is given —
by the expression
and by writing similar equatlcms for the velocity along each indi-
vidual stream tube and eliminating tbe constants the oxpresaio.nfor
jet thrust becomes
c % ~1 + % r d
—.—
FjOMTa=. T’a,z + . > <“+ I!n Ta,n (48)
and because M =M1+M2 +.,. ~, the effectivo temperature is . .
,
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Equation (49) 5.sgeneral but in order to Ye usoful both the tempe-
ratureand mass-flow distribution must be lmown,
For the special ease when Ta,l) Ta,2 l . . Ta,n CO~eSpOnd
to equal mass flows (Ml =M2 =... %), equation (49) can be
simplified to
(50)
Umally, the mass-flow distribution wtillnot te known, but for
the case when tem~raiure measuremmts me taken at the center of
equal flow areas, the mass flow through each area can be found and
the effective temperature distribution dotemined as follows:
Let Ml) M2, . . . ~ ke the mass flows for the equal flow
areas, The
If the
equal to 1,
and the jet
mass flow in a strosm tube can be expressed as
exhaust-nozzle velocity ccmfficient is assured to be
the static temperature in the ~et can be expressed as
‘ %,0
7
ta,l = Ta,l
\) ‘7
,j=&,l[+yYl
The mess flow in the stream tube is then
(52)
(53)
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Ml =
E’Gm2
(54)
By writing similar equations for M2, . , , , %, substituti~g in
equation (39) and elmtimg the conwtants, the expression for
effective temperature becomes
(55)
Inasmuch as Al = AZ =
burner-exit temperature Ta
A2
+~
( Ta,2
‘n– /
‘-“ ‘ l $6.,
.,6 An) the expression for ei?fective
beconeB
-
.
(56)
In cwder to illustrate the effect of this iype of an averagw,
conalder e tail pipe in wh~ch tbe central om..-halfarea Of the tail _
pipe has & temperature or 3600° R and the half r,ear the circunferenco
has a temperature of 1600° R. The effective temperature is not the
arithmetic average of 26QQ0 R but from equation (56) is .-
2 2 . ~,
—.
=
()
—. = 4G9L= 2304° R
~+$40 “ r
.
.
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APPENDIX D
SAMPLE CALCULATIOI?S
The following s~ple calculations illustrate the use of the
figures to evaluate (1) augmented.pet-formance from nornal perform-
ance data and (2) total-yresazre loss occurring in a tail-pip
burner and diffuser o~rating at a specified set of conditions.
Augmantaticn
The following e~mple till illustrate the use of figures 2
and 3 in findiqg the thrust augmentation produced by tail-pipe
burntng for a turbojet engine operating at the following set of
conditions:
Airplane velocity, V&fti%oc. . l , . . . . . s ,
Air flow, M, eluge/sec.. . . . . ., . . . , . .
Fuel flow, W, lb~ , . . . ,. , . l . . . l l .
Burner-inlet total temperature, T5) OR . . . . . ,
Net thrust, F, lb . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . .
Ratio of’total-pressure 106s across tail-pipe burner
ad difiuser to exhaust-cone-exit total pressure,
AP/P5 . . . q . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B~.er-eXlt total temperature, Ta, OR . . , . . .
Exhaust-nozzle velocity meffic:ent, ~ , , . . . .
l **,* 733
..,* 0.889
.d,,s 1850
l *.,* 1680
. ...’ 1425
.,.,. 0.10
,..,. 2960
.,., 0 l 975
The jet thrust is gi~il by the following expression:
Fj =1’+ ilvo
= 1425 + 0.889 x733
= 1425 -I-651 = 2076
The jet velocity can be found from the
flow of exlmust gas:
lb
jet thrust e.ndmaas
.
Fj
VJ =
w
‘+ 3GCOX 32,17
2076
= 0.669 + 0.016 = 2293 ft/aec
The jet-velocity factor, which is used in figure 3
Ii, can now be found:
to determine
‘j & 2293
r
160=
E“~~-=— 0.975 x m= 2204 ft/sec
By use of figure 3, tho jot-velocityfaotor and the ratio of
loss i.ntotal pressure across the tail-p~pe bummr and diff’userbo
efi]aust-cone-exit otal p~essure, the value of K can be round:
K = (3*915
When the fuel tlows we neglected, the effective bu’ner-exiv
temperature factor for use in i’iLure2 is evaluated as
and the ratio of
When fi~ure
1600 1600
T = ‘*97-5x 2960 ‘m = 2580°
airplane velocity to jet velocity is
2 ia used with the effective burner-exit tem-
perature
ratio of
Thus for
and the ratio of airplane velocity to jet velocity, the
augmented net thrust to nomal net thrust is found to be
I?a
— = 1.40
T
.
the particular ongi.neand conditions chosen It is possible
to augment the thrust produced by 40 prcent.,,.If the weigh~s of
the fuel flows had been considered, the effect wou].dhave been a
r-
,
%
.
—
.—.
—.
,
.-
.-
—
.
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slightly higher thrust augmentation because the effective bumer-
exit
(1 -I-
have
ternperatuxefactor would have been increased by the factor
2fb) although the ratio Of airp~e tO jet Ve]OCity would
been decreasedby (1 - fe).
Burner Freaaure Loss
The following exam~le illustrates the use of figures 4 end 5
in finding the 10SS in total pressure occurring in a tail-pipe
burner operating under the following set of conditions:
Burner-inlet velocity, V6, ft/6eC. . . . . . . . . . ,. . 600
Exhau~t-cone-exit velocity, V~, ft/sec , . . . . . . . . .1OOQ
Burner-inlet total tempmature, T5, OR , . . . . . . . . . 1680
Burner-exit total temperature, Ta, ~ . . . . . . . . . . . 2960
Bul?nerdrag coefficient, CD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.8
Diffuser efficiency, ~d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...0.85
The nominal burner-inlet velocity for use in figure
‘6 jlq =600‘&R=58505“/sec
and the total friction loss
(V52~+(1-tla) p-
fqctor is
4 is
1) . (EQJ-1)= 0.8 + (1 -.0.85)
= 0.8 + 0.267 = 1,067
By use of the nominal burner-inlet velocity, the total friction
loss factor, and figure 4, the ratio of the friction total-
pressure loss to the exhaust-cone-exit total pressure is
APf
— = 0.061
F5
The ratio of the tail-yipe-burner exit temperature to inlet
temperature is
Ta 2~6(j
—=— = 1.762
T5 1680
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By using this value, the nominal burner-tnlnt relocity previously
detmminod, and figure 5, the ratio of momentum total-prosswa 10S6
to exhaust-cone-extt total pressure is found to be
AP=
..—
P~
= 0.052
The over-all loss in total pressure is equal to the.sw of
the friction total-pressure IOSU and the momentum tobal-preseure
loEIEl
For th.ls
sure is equal
sure.
= 0.061 -t-0.052 = 0.113
Particular set of condltious the loss in total pres-
to 11.3 percent of the exhaust-cone-exit total preD-
Rl?!mcFls .-
1, ?3icks,IlrticeL., Montgomery, Donald J., and W~sse~naan,Robert H.:
The One-Dimensional Theory of Steady Convyessible Fluid now
in Ducts with I&iction end Eeat Addition. NACA ARR No, IN=%’,
1946.
2. Turner, ~.. Richard, and Lord, Albert M.: Thermodynamic ChartG
for the Computation of Conhstion and Mixture Tenraretwres at
Constant Pressure. NACA TN NO. 1C86, 1946.
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